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ABSTRACT
Nucleoid-associated proteins are bacterial proteins
that are responsible for chromosomal DNA compac-
tion and global gene regulation. One such protein is
Escherichia coli Histone-like nucleoid structuring
protein (H-NS) which functions as a global gene
silencer. Whereas the DNA-binding mechanism of
H-NS is well-characterized, its paralogue, StpA
which is also able to silence genes is less under-
stood. Here we show that StpA is similar to H-NS
in that it is able to form a rigid filament along DNA. In
contrast to H-NS, the StpA filament interacts with a
naked DNA segment to cause DNA bridging which
results in simultaneous stiffening and bridging of
DNA. DNA accessibility is effectively blocked after
the formation of StpA filament on DNA, suggesting
rigid filament formation is the important step in
promoting gene silencing. We also show that
>1mM magnesium promotes higher order DNA
condensation, suggesting StpA may also play a
role in chromosomal DNA packaging.
INTRODUCTION
The Escherichia coli chromosome is a large circular DNA
molecule of several megabases in length. If it were fully
stretched, this would translate to 1mm in length. Since
the diametre of an E. coli cell is 1–2mm, its genomic DNA
has to be highly condensed in order to ﬁt into the cell
while continuing to fulﬁl its biological functions. This
compaction of genomic DNA is aided by DNA-binding
proteins, which together with genomic DNA form the
nucleoid (1–3). These DNA-binding proteins are often
termed nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs). There are
about 10 major NAPs and most of them are highly ex-
pressed during exponential growth phase, suggesting their
importance in cell viability and function (3).
Histone-like nucleoid structuring protein (H-NS) is one
of the most studied NAPs as it is involved in many regu-
latory activities, in particular gene silencing and nucleoid
structuring (4–9). H-NS has a molecular mass of 15.6kDa
and is heat stable with a neutral isoelectric point of 7.5
(10–12). During exponential phase there are 20000 copies
of H-NS in the cell (3). Previously, conﬂicting
single-molecule studies demonstrated that H-NS is able
to either polymerize along DNA to form a rigid nucleo-
protein ﬁlament or cause DNA bridging (13–15). Recent
experiments resolved this controversy by demonstrating
that divalent ions such as magnesium and calcium can
distinctly switch H-NS between rigid nucleoprotein ﬁla-
ments formation and forming DNA bridges (16). In
addition, H-NS can sense changes in osmolarity, tempera-
ture and pH over a physiologically relevant range. H-NS’s
DNA binding is also antagonized by SsrB which leads
to relieving of H-NS-mediated gene silencing and the
antagonizing behaviour is only seen when H-NS forms
rigid nucleoprotein ﬁlament (17,18). Antagonizing H-NS
gene silencing function by displacing bound H-NS or
StpA is also observed for LeuO protein (19). Structural
studies demonstrated that H-NS can also form superhelic-
al structures along DNA (20). These results suggest that
in addition to DNA bridging, H-NS can play an
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ﬁlament along DNA.
StpA is an H-NS paralogue that is 58% similar to H-NS
at the amino acid level (21). Due to this similarity, StpA
was initially identiﬁed as a multi-copy gene suppressor
that served as an H-NS substitute in H-NS-deﬁcient
cells (22). Both StpA and H-NS exhibit negative auto-
regulation and are also able to suppress the promoter of
the other (23,24). Studies have also shown that expression
ofStpAisup-regulatedbyhighosmolarityandtemperature
during cell growth (25,26). This auto-regulatory rela-
tionship between H-NS and StpA suggests that H-NS
is unable to suppress StpA under high osmolarity and
temperature. Both H-NS and StpA are known to form
concentration-dependent higher oligomers in solution
(27,28)andtheabilitytooligomerizeinsolutionisgenerally
lost in gene silencing dysfunctional H-NS mutants (29–31).
We were interested in how the shared or distinct bio-
logical functions of StpA and H-NS correlate with their
individual DNA-binding mechanisms. Unlike H-NS, the
DNA-binding mechanism of StpA has not been extensively
studied. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging, it
was shown that StpA could bridge DNA at low protein
concentrations, but formed globular aggregates at high
protein concentrations (32). This result promoted the
view that StpA was a DNA-bridging protein (33).
However, the recent ﬁnding that H-NS switch between
distinct DNA polymerization and bridging binding
modes under the inﬂuence of divalent ions (16) raised the
question as to whether StpA also has multiple DNA-
binding modes and how it responds to various physiologic-
al stimuli such as monovalent salts, temperature and pH.
In the present work, we used single-molecule imaging
and manipulation techniques to show that, like H-NS,
StpA forms a rigid protein ﬁlament along DNA. We
also showed that StpA can organize DNA into at least
three major distinct DNA conformations: (i) a rigid
co-ﬁlament containing a DNA backbone and a protein
ﬁlament; (ii) DNA bridging between naked DNA and
a DNA bound protein ﬁlament; and (iii) a magnesium-
induced DNA condensation via inter-co-ﬁlament inter-
actions. We also demonstrated that, in contrast to the
DNA-H-NS co-ﬁlament (16), the DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament
is largely insensitive to physiological changes in salt, tem-
perature and pH. Importantly, once StpA forms a rigid
protein ﬁlament along DNA, the DNA is inaccessible to
cleavage by DNase I, indicating that DNA access was
blocked after ﬁlament formation. Our results suggest
that although StpA is a known paralogue of H-NS with
similar biological functions, its DNA-binding mechanism
varies substantially from H-NS, raising questions as to the
role of StpA function in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Over-expression and puriﬁcation of StpA
pET-14b expression vector was used to express the
StpA protein with N-terminal 6X-His tag. More detailed
information is shown in the Supplementary Data.
AFM imaging of protein–DNA complexes
Linearized DNA of various lengths (depending on nature
of experiment) was incubated with appropriate ratio of
StpA before depositing on a glutaraldehyde-modiﬁed
mica surface for AFM imaging experiments. More
detailed information is shown in the Supplementary Data.
Magnetic tweezers single-DNA stretching experiments
A single  -DNA (48 502bp, New England Biolabs) was
modiﬁed at both ends to attach one end on a paramag-
netic bead and the other end on a modiﬁed glass edge in a
transverse magnetic tweezers setup. The DNA-tethered
paramagnetic bead is imaged in the focal plane to
measure the DNA extension and applied force based on
a home-written centroid tracking software. More detailed
information is shown in the Supplementary Data.
RESULTS
StpA organizes DNA into different conformations
NAPs such as H-NS and HU exhibit multiple
DNA-binding modes and organize DNA into different
conformations depending on various conditions such as
protein concentration or buffer conditions (6,16,34).
Since the DNA-binding properties of StpA have not
been well-characterized, we used AFM to image StpA
bound to DNA at various StpA to DNA base pair (bp)
ratios. For this purpose, we used glutaraldehyde-coated
mica surfaces (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section),
which minimally perturb DNA–protein complexes
(16,35,36). Figure 1A shows the AFM image of linear
DNA incubated at a 1:1 StpA:DNA ratio. The majority
of DNA–StpA complexes (>80%) are a mixture of two
distinct conformations: elongated co-ﬁlaments and
associated large smooth loops of >250nm in contour
length. These structures are distinct from naked DNA
imaged on the same mica surface, which shows random
coiled conformations and has a lower height and width
(Figure 1B). However, we also noted minority of the
DNA–StpA complexes are small-scale aggregates (e.g.
the right-bottom DNA–StpA complex in Figure 1A and
in Supplementary Figure S1A). The majority of elongated
DNA–StpA structures suggest an increase in DNA
rigidity. The homogeneity of the DNA–StpA complexes
suggests that StpA is likely evenly coated along the
DNA due to the formation of a rigid protein ﬁlament
along DNA. When the StpA:DNA ratio was reduced
to 1 StpA to 10bp (Figure 1C), certain regions of
DNA had a greater height than others, suggesting
a higher order folding of DNA and cooperativity.
Further reduction of the StpA:DNA ratio to 1:100
revealed DNA bridging when StpA binding was unsatur-
ated (Supplementary Figure S1C and D). Both 1:10 and
1:100 StpA:DNA ratio results are in agreement with
previous StpA studies (32).
From the above results, it can be seen that DNA–
StpA complexes form multiple conformations in a
concentration-dependent manner. At low StpA concen-
trations, StpA causes mainly DNA condensation. At
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organizes DNA into two distinct major conformations:
elongated nucleoprotein co-ﬁlaments and large circular
DNA loops. The elongated structures are likely due to
formation of a rigid StpA protein ﬁlament along DNA.
As StpA is able to oligomerize in solution as StpA con-
centration increases (28), it is possible different StpA
oligomerization states at low and high concentration can
be responsible for the concentration-dependent DNA
organization observed here (see ‘Discussion’ section).
StpA–DNA bridging results from DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament
and naked DNA interaction
The results shown in the ‘Results’ section raise an inter-
esting question as to how to explain the co-existence of
rigid co-ﬁlament and rigid DNA end-loops that are
observed in the majority of DNA–StpA complexes at
saturated StpA-binding conditions. Both conformations
intrinsically antagonize one another: a rigid co-ﬁlament
will reduce the probability of internal loop formation
due to the bending stiffness. We propose two models of
mechanism that are consistent with the two conformations
co-existence on the same DNA. One is that DNA bridging
was caused by an attraction between two StpA protein
ﬁlaments on different DNA segments, as illustrated in
Figure 2A. The other mechanism can be due to StpA–
DNA attraction between a naked DNA segment and a
StpA ﬁlament on another DNA segment, as illustrated
in Figure 2B. Our results indicate that the co-existence
of rigid co-ﬁlaments and rigid DNA end-loops is likely
due to the second model (see below).
Although we have seen minority of the structures are
more compact structures of small size at StpA/bp ratio of
1:1 or above, the absence of large DNA aggregation in our
AFM experiment at incubation time from 20min to 5h
(Supplementary Figure S2A) already disfavours the ﬁrst
model, otherwise one should expect large globular DNA–
StpA aggregates via DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments interactions
that can bring many DNA together. Additional evidence
thatdisfavourstheﬁrstmodelisthattheapparentthickness
of a segment in a rigid StpA-coated DNA loop is almost
similar to that of the loop stem (Figure 2C and D).
This is because the ﬁrst model predicts the loop stem
has a width twice as thick as the StpA-coated DNA in
the loop since there will be two DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments
bridged at the loop stem (Figure 2A).
The second model also leads to a testable prediction
that monomeric rigid DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments should be
observed when shorter DNA molecules are incubated with
sufﬁciently high StpA:DNA ratios. This is because StpA–
DNA bridging will have less time to occur before the
DNA is fully coated by StpA. This prediction was tested
by AFM imaging using shorter DNA (576bp) at 1:1 ratio.
As expected, compared with the naked DNA control
(Figure 2E), the majority of DNA–StpA complexes are
fully coated monomeric co-ﬁlaments and are more
extended (Figure 2F). Quantitative dimension analysis
(See Supplementary Method: Atomic Force Microscopy
Imaging and Data Analysis and Figure S8) is shown in
Figure 2G and H: without StpA, the relative extension
(DNA end-to-end distance divided by its contour length)
of short DNA was well distributed; while at 1:1
StpA:DNA ratio, the relative extension distribution has
a sharp peak near one, suggesting highly rigid monomeric
DNA that are extended nearly to its contour length.
Analysis of the StpA-coated 576-bp DNA images also
reveals the DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament has a thickness
of 10–15nm (after subtraction of AFM tip widening
effect of 12nm as shown in Supplementary Figure
S2B) and has only a slight reduction in its contour
length as compared to the naked DNA (Supplementary
Figure S2C).
Finally, consistent with the second model, these fully
coated monomeric 576-bp DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments did
not aggregate even when they are incubated for longer
time of 4h (Supplementary Figure S2D and E). At lower
StpA:DNA ratio of 1:100, we were still able to observe
StpA-DNA bridging using the same short DNA
(Supplementary Figure S2F–H). At this ratio, there were
always uncoated DNA segments that could interact with
the coated ones. However, it could also be caused by
binding of different StpA oligomerization states that
exist in low StpA concentration (see ‘Discussion’ section).
Overall, our results show that at high StpA/DNA
Figure 1. AFM imaging demonstrates that StpA forms a rigid protein ﬁlament along DNA resulting in simultaneous stiffening and bridging of
DNA. (A) Air AFM topology imaging of linearized jX174 dsDNA incubated with 1 StpA per 1bp (1:1 StpA:DNA ratio, 300nM StpA) shows rigid
StpA-coated DNA hairpins. (B) Naked jX174 DNA on the same type of surface. Comparing with A, the naked DNA assume random coiled
conformations with much thinner backbones. (C) DNA–StpA complexes at 1:10 StpA:DNA (30nM StpA) ratio suggesting localize StpA binding and
partial DNA condensation.
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StpA-induced DNA bridging can occur when this DNA–
StpA co-ﬁlament segment binds to a naked DNA segment.
In other words, the StpA protein ﬁlament is able to bind
to two naked DNA segments simultaneously but requires
just one single DNA to form (Figure 2B).
StpA-induced DNA stiffening and bridging are two
kinetically competing processes
Our AFM experiments indicated that StpA could form a
rigid ﬁlament on DNA at high StpA/DNA bp ratio
(Figures 1A and 2F). In order to corroborate these
ﬁndings, we used single-DNA stretching experiments to
investigate the elastic response of DNA upon StpA
binding (37). Transverse magnetic tweezers were used to
probe the effects of StpA binding on the DNA force
response (38). A single-DNA molecule was held at 11
pN when the protein was introduced into the reaction
channel (Supplementary Figure S9B). The high force pre-
vented DNA bridging before StpA was able to fully coat
and stiffens the DNA. Upon addition of the protein, the
force was gradually reduced to 0.08 pN and at each force
the DNA was held for 60 s and the extension was
calculated by the average in the last 30s. To determine
that StpA binding had reached a steady state, a reverse
force scan was also performed by increasing the force
through the same set of force values to test for hysteresis
that can be caused by protein-induced DNA bridging.
Forward and reverse force-extension curves in 6, 25, 100,
300 and 600nM StpA were recorded (Supplementary
Figure S3A). For simplicity, only the curves at 6, 25 and
600nMStpAareshowninFigure3A.Signiﬁcanthysteresis
was observed at 6nM StpA (compare 6nM StpA forward
curve; red ﬁlled circles with 6nM StpA reverse curve; blue
ﬁlled up-triangle), which was caused by DNA folding at
smaller forces. This can be seen from the shorter DNA
Figure 2. DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament interacts with naked DNA to form DNA bridges. (A and B) Hypothetical models of StpA-induced DNA bridging.
(C) Zoomed-in StpA-coated DNA loop image. The lines are drawn to generate the width proﬁles in panel D. (D) AFM line proﬁle analysis shows no
signiﬁcant difference between the half-height–widths of StpA-coated DNA in the loop and at the loop stem. Width values are indicated at the top of
the respective peaks. (E)11mm image of linear 576-bp DNA with z-scale of 0–0.8nm. (F) A 576-bp DNA substrates incubated at 1:1 StpA:DNA
ratio. Comparing with E, StpA-coated 567-bp DNA is thicker and more straight, demonstrating monomeric rigid DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments. The
latter model (Figure 2B) is thus preferred over the former (Figure 2A). (G) Histogram of naked 576-bp DNA relative extension (or DNA end-to-end
extension over its contour length). The distribution is widely spread, suggesting signiﬁcant thermal ﬂuctuation of DNA conformations. (H) Relative
extension histogram of 576-bp DNA substrates incubated in 1:1 StpA:DNA ratio. The distribution shows that all the DNA are extended to nearly its
full-contour length, suggesting signiﬁcant DNA stiffening that suppresses the DNA conformational ﬂuctuations. This is in agreement with the model
in Figure 2B. Experiments were performed in 10mM Tris, 50mM KCl, pH 7.4 buffer.
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 8 3319extension when compared to the naked DNA extension
(see folding and unfolding time courses in Supplementary
Figure S3B–D). The observed DNA folding at low
StpA concentration can be explained by DNA bridging
mediated by interactions between naked DNA seg-
ments and DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament segments as seen
in Figure 2B. An alternative explanation is a different
StpA oligomerization state which is more prevalent
at lower StpA concentrations is responsible for
mediating the observed DNA folding (see ‘Discussion’
section).
Increasing the StpA concentration to 25nM decreased
the level of hysteresis and DNA folding compared with
6nM StpA. In addition at low force (0.1 pN), the DNA
extension increased beyond the naked DNA extension.
The likely explanation is at this protein concentration, a
signiﬁcant portion of DNA is coated by a rigid StpA
ﬁlament, resulting in an overall increase in the apparent
DNA bending rigidity determined by the force-extension
curve measurement (37). Thus, naked DNA segments
can be depleted by higher StpA concentrations, leading
to a completely stiffened DNA without any DNA
bridging-dependent hysteresis. In agreement with this
view, at 600nM StpA, the DNA was stiffened over the
entire force range, and the hysteresis was negligible.
These results are consistent with the conclusions from
the AFM imaging experiments (Figures 1A and 2F)
which shows StpA can form a rigid ﬁlament along DNA
at high StpA concentrations.
StpA ﬁlament formation (DNA stiffening) and the sub-
sequent DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament and naked DNA inter-
action (DNA bridging) are mutually exclusive since they
directly antagonizes one another—i.e. ﬁlament formation
along DNA will deplete regions of naked DNA that are
required for co-ﬁlament-mediated DNA bridging. This
predicts a kinetic competition between them. To see this
competition, another single-DNA stretching experiment
was done whereby 600nM of StpA was quickly added
to the reaction channel at large force (6 pN) to prevent
folding during protein introduction. Right after protein
introduction, the DNA stretching force was immediately
reduced to 0.1 pN before the ﬁlament coated the entire
DNA (Supplementary Figure S3E). We observed the
DNA extension initially increased due to DNA stiffening
by StpA ﬁlament formation, followed by an abrupt DNA
folding which is consistent with naked DNA bridging with
the StpA ﬁlament-coated DNA segment. For comparison,
pure stiffening was observed when the DNA was pre-
vented from folding by holding at large force for signiﬁ-
cantly longer time (during which the naked DNA was
quickly depleted by StpA ﬁlament formation) under
the same protein concentration and buffer conditions
(Figure 3A).
StpA protein ﬁlament increases the DNA bending rigidity
more than 10-fold
We have shown StpA is able to form a rigid ﬁlament on
DNA at StpA concentrations >25nM. Since StpA has up
to 25000 copies per cell (3), the in vivo StpA concentration
can be up to 10mM. Therefore, our results suggest the
formation of the StpA ﬁlament on DNA is highly likely a
physiologically relevant DNA-binding mode (see
‘Discussion’ section). This prompts us to focus on the
StpA ﬁlament formation on DNA and study its biophys-
ical properties.
To measure the rigidity of the StpA protein ﬁlament, we
analysed the force-extension response of DNA fully
coated with StpA. Force-extension measurements at
Figure 3. Single-DNA stretching experiments show kinetic competition between StpA rigid protein ﬁlaments formation on DNA and DNA–StpA
co-ﬁlament-dependent DNA bridging. (A) Forward and reverse force-extension curves (see panel ﬁgure legends) of 48 502bp  -DNA in 50mM KCl
10mM Tris pH 7.4 at the indicated StpA concentrations (up to saturation). At 6nM StpA, strong hysteresis was observed, implying dominance of
the StpA–DNA bridging mode. At 600nM StpA, DNA stiffening due to protein ﬁlament formation dominated, with an increase in DNA extension
and lack of hysteresis. At 25nM StpA, a mixture of both modes is observed. (B) Force-extension curves of  -DNA in 50mM KCl, 10mM Tris pH
7.4 indicate saturated binding at 600nM StpA. This results in DNA stiffening due to protein ﬁlament formation. Only the forward curves are shown
due to the absence of hysteresis. The solid lines represents ﬁtting by the DNA worm-like-chain (WLC) model (see Supplementary Methods:
Transverse Magnetic Tweezers Experimental Setup) ﬁtting to experimental data points. The WLC model ﬁt gives a persistence length with ﬁtting
error of 639.67±34.80nm and 909.50±48.56nm for 600nM and 2400nM StpA concentration, respectively. In addition, the ﬁtted contour length
with ﬁtting error is 15 794.54±32.27nm and 15 851.05±27.05nm for 600nM and 2400nM StpA concentration, respectively.
3320 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, No. 8600nM and 2.4mM StpA are shown in Figure 3B, using
the same buffer conditions as in Figure 1. Addition of
600nM StpA results in strong stiffening of the DNA,
i.e. it is greatly extended (red triangles) compared to the
naked DNA (black squares). Increasing the StpA concen-
tration to 2.4mM did not further increase DNA extension,
suggesting that the DNA is saturated with StpA by
600nM. The level of DNA stiffening is quantiﬁed by
ﬁtting the force-extension curves at saturated StpA con-
centration of 600nM with the Marko–Siggia formula (39),
which revealed an apparent persistence length (or
bending rigidity) of 442.82±161.28nm (N=9, see
Supplementary Methods: Transverse Magnetic Tweezers
Experimental Setup for curve ﬁtting details). This is
around 10-fold higher than the 50nm persistence length
of naked DNA which is due to the protein ﬁlament (see
Supplementary Discussion). Since the DNA rigidity is
negligible compared with the apparent bending rigidity
of the DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament, we conclude the StpA
ﬁlament has a bending rigidity up to 10-fold that of a
naked DNA. In addition, the model ﬁttings showed a
slight reduction to DNA contour length with statistic
standard deviation at 15915.03±183.41nm (N=9) as
compared to the original  -DNA contour length of 16
490nm. This is in agreement with the AFM contour
length analysis (Supplementary Figure S2C).
High salt disrupts the StpA protein ﬁlament on DNA
In vivo studies have shown that StpA expression is
up-regulated by osmotic shock as well as increasing
growth temperature (25). Single-molecule studies with
H-NS demonstrated a loss of rigid ﬁlament at high salt,
temperature or acidic pH (15,16). Therefore, we were
interested in whether StpA responds similarly to H-NS
to physiological stimuli. Using single-DNA stretching ex-
periments, we found that the formation and structural
integrity of the StpA ﬁlament is insensitive to physiologic-
al stimuli such as ionic strength in the range of 5–300mM,
temperature in 23–37C and pH in the range 6.6–8.8
(Supplementary Figure S4A–C). In addition, low StpA
concentration-induced DNA bridging by StpA is sensi-
tive to KCl and temperature but not pH changes
(Supplementary Figure S4D–F). Here we want to empha-
size again that at low StpA concentration, different
StpA oligomerization states may exist so the DNA
folding mechanism can be different from the ﬁlament-
mediated DNA bridging in high StpA concentration (see
‘Discussion’ section).
Since the formation of a rigid StpA ﬁlament was not
affected by KCl concentration in the physiological range
of 5–300mM which is also conﬁrmed with AFM imaging
experiments (Supplementary Figure S4G and H), we
asked whether ﬁlament formation can be prevented or dis-
rupted at even higher salt concentration. High salt can
affect the electrostatic interaction between StpA and
DNA, and any possible attractive electrostatic interaction
between StpA proteins can be reduced. To test this, we
used magnetic tweezers at 600nM StpA in 5–500mM
KCl, using different DNAs for each KCl concentration
to eliminate a possible history dependence. As expected,
for 5–300mM KCl the force-extension curves show DNA
stiffening (Figure 4A). However, at 500mM KCl, there
was a dramatic reduction in DNA extension i.e. the
force-extension curve was almost similar to that of
naked DNA. One explanation for the dramatic reduction
in DNA stiffening was that at 500mM KCl, the StpA
DNA-binding afﬁnity was signiﬁcantly reduced, resulting
in unsaturated StpA binding. Another possibility is that
StpA was still bound to DNA, but the rigid ﬁlament
cannot form at 500mM KCl.
To test these possibilities, we used magnetic tweezers
and washed out the unbound StpA (Figure 4B). 600nM
StpA in 500mM KCl was ﬁrst added to the reaction
channel, which produced the expected weak DNA stiffen-
ing shown by the green up-triangles in Figure 4B.
Unbound StpA was then removed, followed by 50mM
KCl buffer and the force-extension curve was
re-measured. The DNA became highly stiffened, suggest-
ing a nearly fully coated DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament (compare
with green up-triangles curve in Figure 4A). Adding fresh
600nM StpA in 50mM KCl further increased the exten-
sion slightly, conﬁrming that StpA binding was almost
saturated (as with 500mM KCl). Finally, 600nM StpA
in 500mM KCl was added again. As before, this drastic-
ally reduced the DNA extension, demonstrating that the
loss of stiffening at high salt also occurred with DNA in
which a rigid StpA ﬁlament had already formed. From
these results, we conclude that: (i) the loss of stiffening
at 500mM KCl is not due to unsaturated binding of
StpA to DNA and (ii) the drastic increase in stiffening
when the buffer was switched to 50mM KCl must be
due to the re-organization of StpA protein originally
bound to DNA.
The rigid StpA protein ﬁlament prevents DNA access
We have shown that StpA can form a rigid protein
ﬁlament along DNA. An obvious question is whether
this ﬁlament is related to the biological functions of
StpA, in particular its ability to silence genes (23,40).
We hypothesized that the formation of a rigid protein
ﬁlament along DNA is able to block access to DNA by
other proteins including RNA polymerase, inhibiting or
suppressing transcription. To test this hypothesis, we
studied the effect of StpA ﬁlament formation on the rate
of DNA cleavage by DNase I, which requires accessibility
to only 6bp of exposed DNA. To achieve high through-
put, we simultaneously observed 8–10 StpA-coated DNA
tethers under 1–3 pN of force and then recorded the
rate of DNA digestion after addition of DNase I (see
Supplementary Methods: High-throughput Magnetic
Tweezers for details and Figure S10). A unique advantage
of this method over traditional Electrophoretic Mobility
Shift Assay experiments is that a stretching force can be
used to prevent DNA bridging before it is fully coated
with a rigid StpA ﬁlament. Another advantage is that
the kinetics of DNA breakage can be monitored in real
time.
The negative control without StpA shows that all the
DNA tethers were lost within 30s after addition of
320nM DNase I in low salt buffer (50mM KCl, 10mM
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 8 3321Tris, pH 7.5). In contrast, in high salt (500mM KCl,
10mM Tris, pH 7.5) it took 3min and four times as
much DNase I to digest all the DNA tethers (Figure 5A
and B; black and red line, respectively). This is in agree-
ment with previous observations that DNase I activity
was reduced in the presence of high monovalent salt
concentrations. In 50mM KCl, where DNA is fully
coated with a rigid StpA ﬁlament by 600nM StpA,
almost all the DNA tethers remain intact after adding
320nM DNase I (Figure 5A, red line). At 500mM KCl,
the DNA was fully bound by StpA, but a rigid ﬁlament
cannot form (Figure 4A and B). Thus, all the DNA tethers
are lost by 5min after addition of 1280nM DNase I
(Figure 5B).
This result indicates that formation of a rigid StpA
ﬁlament along DNA, and not saturated binding, is essen-
tial for blocking DNA access. Because binding of RNA
polymerase requires70bp of exposed DNA, this result
suggests that the StpA ﬁlament can suppress gene tran-
scription by blocking DNA accessibility of RNA polymer-
ase (see ‘Discussion’ section).
Magnesium promotes StpA-induced higher order DNA
compaction via inter-co-ﬁlament interactions
The previous experiments were performed in the absence
of magnesium in order to separate the effects of magne-
sium from other physiological stimuli such as ionic
Figure 4. The StpA protein ﬁlament was disrupted at high salt. Only the forward curves are plotted as hysteresis was not observed.
(A) Force-extension curves at 600nM StpA incubated in the KCl concentrations indicated in ﬁgure legend. As in Supplementary Figure S3, there
was little change in stiffening between 5 and 300mM KCl. However, at 500mM KCl, almost no stiffening (ﬁlament formation) occurs.
(B) Force-extension curves at 600nM StpA during a series of buffer cycling. After StpA binds to DNA at 500mM KCl, the remaining free
protein was removed from the solution. A near saturated stiffened DNA was then obtained by changing the buffer to 50mM KCl, implying that
at 500mM KCl StpA binding remains near saturation despite the lack of stiffening. Finally, after achieving saturation stiffening with StpA in 50mM
KCl, the stiffening was nearly eliminated by adding fresh StpA in 500mM KCl.
Figure 5. StpA protein ﬁlament was able to block DNA access. (A) Normalized DNA tethers as a function of time with a tether population of 8–10.
Adding 320nM DNase I in 50mM KCl (Black line) caused all the DNA tethers (total eight DNA tethers) to be cleaved by 30s. Adding 600nM
StpA and then 320nM DNase I in the same buffer condition (red line) resulted in loss of only one DNA tethers after 4min (total eight DNA
tethers). Thus, StpA protein ﬁlament protects DNA from DNase I digestion. (B) In 500mM KCl where StpA does not form a protein ﬁlament.
320nM DNase I in 500mM KCl showed minimal digestion activity on naked DNA (black line). To improve the digestion efﬁciency, we used four
times more DNase I (1280nM) which could cut all the naked DNA tethers (total 10 DNA tethers) by 180s (red line). Adding 600nM StpA and then
1280nM DNase I in 500mM KCl, all the DNA tethers (total eight DNA tethers) were cut by 120s (green line). Thus, the absence of ﬁlament
formation in 500mM KCl does not protect DNA from being digested.
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ranges up to 4mM (41) and it is essential for enzymatic
reactions, chromosomal condensation and DNA damage
repairing (41,42). Furthermore, previous studies have
shown that divalent cations can affect the DNA-binding
behaviour of H-NS protein (16). Previous AFM experi-
ments reported that StpA (in the presence of magnesium)
results in the formation of large aggregates (32). Such ag-
gregates were not observed in our experiments in the
absence of magnesium (Figures 1A and 2F), thus we hy-
pothesize that magnesium can switch StpA from DNA–
StpA co-ﬁlament-mediated DNA bridging to higher order
DNA compaction. To test this hypothesis, we performed
AFM imaging in the presence of magnesium. DNA was
incubated for 20min with 1:1 StpA:DNA ratio in 1 and
10mM MgCl2. Figure 6A shows that in 1mM MgCl2, the
majority of DNA conformations were stiffened and ex-
hibited simple bridging forms (comparable with the
images shown in Figure 1A in the absence of magnesium).
However, in 10mM MgCl2 (Figure 6B and C), the simple
bridging structure disappeared and the DNA–StpA
complexes were compacted into more condensed struc-
tures. Consistently, large-scale aggregation of DNA–
StpA complexes was also observed for shorter DNA, as
shown in Figure 6D. This was in contrast to the mono-
meric conﬁguration obtained in Figure 2F (in the absence
of MgCl2), using similar DNA density. Additional experi-
ments revealed that DNA aggregation began at 5mM
MgCl2, which is close to the in vivo magnesium concentra-
tion (see Supplementary Figure S5A–C for 5mM MgCl2
images).
DNA condensation was also observed in magnetic
tweezers experiments in the presence of magnesium.
Using 600nM StpA in 50mM KCl with varying concen-
trations of MgCl2, Figure 6E shows that DNA stiffening
by StpA is unaffected by 0–10mM MgCl2. No hysteresis
was observed in 1mM MgCl2 (blue up-triangles). In
10mM MgCl2, (green down-triangles), the DNA was
still stiffened at forces >0.2 pN. However, at low force
regimes (<0.2 pN), there was a dramatic decrease in its
extension, indicating a DNA compaction process
(indicated by the down arrow). DNA folding and unfold-
ing dynamics are shown in Supplementary Figure S6A.
Although the same DNA was used to obtain the results in
Figure 6E, we conﬁrmed that the effect of MgCl2 on StpA
DNA binding was history independent (Supplementary
Figure S6B). These single DNA stretching results are in
agreement with the AFM imaging experiments shown in
Figure 6A–D.
The StpA-induced DNA compaction at 10mM MgCl2
cannot simply be explained by DNA bridging between
DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments and naked DNA segments as
we observed at low salt and no magnesium. This is
because the strong DNA stiffening effect observed at
>0.2 pN in 10mM MgCl2 indicates that the StpA
protein ﬁlament was still present and thus few if any
naked DNA segments were available. This was further
conﬁrmed by buffer switching experiments between 0
and 10mM MgCl2 for a DNA fully coated with StpA
ﬁlament in the absence of free protein (Figure 6F),
which shows a reversible switching between pure DNA
stiffening at 0mM MgCl2 and simultaneous DNA stiffen-
ing/folding at 10mM magnesium. Since the only varying
factor in the buffer switching experiments was the
presence of magnesium, the results must indicate a
magnesium-dependent switching of DNA physical organ-
ization by StpA. Furthermore, since a rigid StpA ﬁlament
still exists in the presence of magnesium and no naked
DNA segments exist, this result also suggests that the
magnesium-promoted DNA condensation is likely due
to interactions between DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments. Such a
mechanism predicts that in the presence of magnesium,
StpA will be able to bring DNA together through
inter-co-ﬁlament interactions, which is consistent with
previous AFM imaging experiments (32) and our present
AFM imaging (Figure 6A–D). In addition, it was
also shown the StpA ﬁlament rigidity in 10 MgCl2
buffer condition is 459.31±93.76nm (N=6) which is
generally similar to that in the absence of MgCl2 (see
Supplementary Figure S6D and corresponding caption
for experimental approach). Since StpA still forms a
rigid ﬁlament along DNA up to 10mM magnesium, we
predict that StpA can still block DNA accessibility in
10mM MgCl2. This was conﬁrmed by DNase I digestion
assay (Supplementary Figure S7). Taken together, in the
presence of physiological magnesium, StpA binds to DNA
and forms a protein ﬁlament along it, which blocks DNase
I accessibility to DNA. In addition, it can simultaneously
compact DNA into higher order structures through
inter-co-ﬁlament interactions.
DISCUSSION
StpA binds to DNA and forms a protein ﬁlament
From AFM imaging and single-DNA stretching experi-
ments, our results show that StpA is able to form a rigid
protein ﬁlament along DNA. This protein ﬁlament forms
across a range of salt, magnesium, temperature and pH
which suggests formation of StpA protein ﬁlament on
DNA is the fundamental mechanism of StpA–DNA
binding. StpA-binding forms at least three distinct types
of physical organization of the DNA: linear DNA–StpA
co-ﬁlament, DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament-dependent DNA
bridging (<1mM MgCl2) and higher order DNA compac-
tion induced by inter-co-ﬁlament interactions (>1mM
MgCl2). The StpA protein ﬁlament is a very rigid struc-
ture. Its bending persistence is 450nm, around 10-fold
stiffer than the DNA backbone. StpA-mediated DNA
bridging and aggregation were reported previously
(32,33), but the mechanism was not elucidated. For
example, previous AFM experiments did not identify
StpA ﬁlament formation on DNA (32). This is likely
because in those experiments, >5mM MgCl2 was used
to deposit plasmid DNA onto freshly cleaved mica.
According to our results, this magnesium level causes
StpA to organize DNA into compact higher order struc-
tures, which makes it difﬁcult to see the rigid ﬁlament
formation. Most importantly, single-molecule manipula-
tion measurements which can probe the existence of
rigid protein structure on DNA (i.e. Figure 3A and B)
were not employed. Based on our AFM imaging
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DNA condensation via DNA bridging, in agreement
with previous studies (32). Due to the known
concentration-dependent oligomerization states of StpA
in solution (27,28), the DNA bridging at low StpA con-
centration is not necessarily due to co-ﬁlament-mediated
DNA bridging that occurs primarily at >25nM StpA con-
centration. For example, theoretical studies have shown
that DNA bridging can be mediated by non-interacting
H-NS dimers (43,44).
Although we have shown that StpA has multiple
DNA-binding modes, we do not yet know the effective
binding unit of StpA, (i.e. if StpA works as monomers
or dimers or even higher oligomers) as StpA is known to
oligomerize in solution as StpA concentration increases
(28). This also suggests a possibility that different StpA
species (i.e. monomer, dimer, higher oligomers) might be
responsible for its multiple DNA-binding modes. It has
been shown for both H-NS and StpA at 20mM protein
concentration, their oligomeric states are a broad distri-
bution of species with majority being higher order oligo-
mers (45). It will be important in future research to
investigate the oligomerization properties of H-NS-like
proteins on physical organizations of DNA.
We also want to point out that, in vivo, there are many
other abundant NAPs that will compete with StpA. The
total concentration of NAPs easily exceeds 100mM. The
average NAP to DNA ratio in vivo will then become 1:10
or even higher, which is comparable to our AFM imaging
at 1:10 and 1:1 ratios. In our single-DNA stretching ex-
periments, the ratio was not controlled due to the nature
of single-DNA stretching experiments where only one
DNA molecule is stretched. In all single-DNA stretching
experiments, the StpA to DNA ratio is always in excess. In
such experiments, only the concentration of the protein is
meaningful. For H-NS-like proteins (such as StpA), which
can form different oligomerization states in solution, the
concentration is an important parameter in addition to the
Figure 6. Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) promotes DNA compaction via inter-co-ﬁlament interaction. (A–D) AFM images of 1:1 StpA:DNA
complexes (300nM StpA) incubated in buffer containing 1 or 10mM MgCl2. The StpA/DNA ratios are at the bottom right corner of each sub
panel: (A) In 1mM MgCl2, linearized jX174 DNA substrates assumes similar rigid DNA hairpin structures to Figure 1A. (B and C) In 10mM
MgCl2, the DNA is organized into higher order aggregations. AFM width measurement showed the StpA-coated DNA has an apparent width of
20.44nm (yellow line 1) while the thicker portion has an apparent width of 51.68nm (yellow line 2). Considering the 12nm AFM tip widening
effect, the thicker portion is around four times as thick as the thinner portion, which is possibly caused by bundling of four DNA–StpA co-ﬁlaments.
(D) In 10mM MgCl2, linear 576-bp DNA substrate with the same StpA:DNA ratio and StpA concentration is organized into aggregates.
(E) Force-extension curves of 600nM StpA in varying MgCl2 buffer conditions from 0 to 10mM MgCl2. StpA-induced DNA stiffening was
observed at all non-zero MgCl2 concentrations. StpA-induced DNA folding events occurred at 10mM MgCl2, as indicated by downward arrows.
Before folding, DNA was stiffened indicated by the longer extension comparing with the naked DNA. (F) Force-extension curves of DNA fully
coated with a StpA ﬁlament in the absence of surrounding free proteins in a series of buffer cycling. After the DNA folded at 10mM MgCl2, it was
completely unfolded at high force and then switched to 50mM KCl, whereupon it was again completely stiffened with no folding. The DNA did not
undergo any folding events in the absence of magnesium even when held at the lowest force (0.08 pN) up to 20min (Supplementary Figure S6C).
This result veriﬁes that the observed DNA compaction by StpA was due to the presence of magnesium.
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concentrations, the distribution of oligomerization states
of the H-NS-like proteins is different. Therefore,
the DNA-binding modes (not just binding afﬁnity) may
be different. Since the in vivo concentration of StpA is in
themM range, we think our single-DNA stretching experi-
ments in 600nM to 2.4mM of StpA are most relevant to
the in vivo condition.
Possible biological functions of StpA ﬁlament
The DNA-binding mechanism of StpA must be relevant
for its biological function. A known function of StpA is to
repress gene transcription (23,46). As revealed by our
studies, the fundamental binding mechanism of StpA is
the formation of a rigid ﬁlament structure on DNA
(Figures 3B and 6E). The StpA ﬁlament can effectively
suppress DNA digestion by DNase I, which can only
result from blockage of access to DNA, since DNase I
requires only about 6bp of DNA for cleavage (47). For
comparison, RNA polymerase requires 70–80bp of
DNA for transcription in E. coli (48), which is signiﬁcantly
higher than that required for DNase I digestion. Thus,
StpA protein ﬁlament formation likely blocks RNA poly-
merase from interacting with DNA, resulting in gene
silencing. With a copy number of 25000 and a
4.6 million bp chromosome (3), this translates to 1
StpA per 200bp of DNA and 10mM StpA concentra-
tion. At such high StpA concentration, StpA ﬁlament for-
mation on DNA is likely the dominating DNA-binding
mode in vivo. Like H-NS, StpA has DNA-binding prefer-
ence to speciﬁc sites on chromosomal DNA (49) and
coupled with competition with other NAPs for
DNA-binding sites in vivo, StpA will localize to DNA
regions with high StpA-binding afﬁnity. Such high-afﬁnity
sites may nucleate StpA binding and direct cooperative
StpA ﬁlament formation surrounding these sites. This
will give rise to a sequence preference for StpA ﬁlament
formation that is necessary for its selective gene silencing
function.
StpA may also play an important role in chromosomal
DNA packaging. Our ﬁndings have shown that StpA can
organize DNA into compact higher order structures in the
presence of >1mM magnesium. Intracellular magnesium
concentration is within this range (41). As such, discrete
DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament islands formed on high-afﬁnity
sites will interact with another DNA–StpA co-ﬁlament
islands to aid DNA compaction globally, but also able
to selectively regulate genes.
Comparison between StpA and H-NS
As StpA is an H-NS paralogue and they share a common
function as gene silencers, it is worthwhile to compare
their similarities and differences in DNA-binding behav-
iour (Figure 7). Both proteins can form a rigid ﬁlament
along DNA (16) (see Figure 3B for StpA). However, they
are distinct from each other in terms of how protein
ﬁlament formation and stability responds to environmen-
tal factors. The structural integrity of the StpA ﬁlament is
insensitive to ionic strength in 50–300mM KCl, in tem-
perature of 23–37C and pH of 6.6–8.8 (Supplementary
Figure S4A–C), while the H-NS ﬁlament is disrupted at
200mM KCl and 37C (16). The observation that H-NS is
sensitive to environmental stimuli, whereas StpA is not
might be signiﬁcant in vivo. This is because the StpA
protein ﬁlament is more stable as compared to H-NS
and is likely to remain when there is a sudden inﬂux in
cytoplasmic potassium or when temperature is elevated,
suggesting possible roles of StpA in resisting osmotic
stress and heat shock. In addition, a recent in vivo study
of StpA and H-NS localization in E. coli cells using
super-resolution microscopy suggests a distinct difference
in how StpA and H-NS are localized in cells (50). This
warrants future studies on how the DNA-binding mech-
anism differences between H-NS and StpA might lead to
their respective in vivo localization patterns.
StpA ﬁlament can simultaneously stiffen and form
DNA bridges with naked DNA at low magnesium
(<1mM) which means the rigid StpA ﬁlament can bind
to two DNA segments. Such a bi-DNA-binding protein
ﬁlament model was previously proposed for H-NS (20).
However, this proposed protein ﬁlament model was not
observed for H-NS, i.e. the H-NS protein ﬁlament is
formed only at low magnesium concentrations (<2mM)
and once formed, the DNA bound H-NS ﬁlament does
not interact with either a naked DNA segment or another
DNA-H-NS co-ﬁlament (16). In higher magnesium con-
centration, H-NS is able to bridge DNA. In 10mM mag-
nesium, before DNA is bridged, no DNA stiffening was
observed (16). This suggests that in the condition, a rigid
H-NS ﬁlament does not form prior to DNA bridging,
which is a distinction from the StpA ﬁlament-induced
DNA bridging. Therefore, this bi-DNA-binding protein
ﬁlament model seems more suitable for its StpA.
It will be interesting to compare the DNA compaction
capability between H-NS and StpA. H-NS cannot
compact DNA at low magnesium since it only forms
rigid ﬁlament on DNA (<2mM) (16). It can moderately
compact DNA at higher magnesium (>2mM) by forming
simple DNA bridges only. In contrast, StpA ﬁlament
formed at low magnesium is able to form DNA bridges.
In high magnesium, StpA still maintains it ﬁlament, and it
can cause higher order DNA compaction through
inter-co-ﬁlament interactions. These results demonstrate
that StpA has a stronger compaction capability than
H-NS in both low and high magnesium concentrations,
which is likely due to the higher pI value of StpA (8.0)
than that of H-NS (5.4). According to these results,
StpA might be a good candidate that is involved in
E. coli chromosomal DNA packaging.
The H-NS and StpA ﬁlaments formed along DNA have
distinct rigidity properties. Previous studies reported a
bending persistence length of the H-NS-DNA co-ﬁlament
to be around 130nm, which is 2- to 3-fold that of naked
double-stranded DNA (15). In contrast, the StpA ﬁlament
has an apparent persistence length with statistic standard
deviation of 442.82±161.28nm (N=9) in 50mM KCl
buffer conditions which remains more or less similarly
rigid up to 300mM KCl as shown in Figure 4A and also
in the presence of 10mM MgCl2 where the measured value
with statistic standard deviation is 459.31±93.76nm
(N=6). Comparing with H-NS ﬁlament, the StpA
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 8 3325ﬁlament is at least 3-fold higher. This difference in rigidity
is likely due to a difference in the way the protein ﬁlaments
are organized or formed.
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